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Fifty of the very first adventure stories, set out across seven
sections, featuring Heroes and Heroines; Epic Battles; Magical
Events and Miracles; Villains, Crime and Murder; Quests or
Journeys; Animals; and Love Stories. Ranging from long and
complex epics developed around historical figures including
Charlemagne, King Arthur and Alexander the Great, to
smaller, vibrant tales absorbing local characters on the
periphery. Marvellously varied, surprising and enlightening, ...

Dragons, Heroes, Myths & Magic

‐
Hardback, 234 x 156 mm, 384 p,
150 col.ill.
€ 39,50, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9780712354608 (EN)
[UK] British Library
I01 ‐ ANCIENT ART

The Medieval Art of Storytelling
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780712354608.xml

The iconic Dome of the Cathedral of Florence, the largest
masonry vault in the world, was built by Filippo
Brunelleschi between 1420 and 1436. More than 100 years
later, between 1572 and 1579, the vault was decorated
with frescos by the artists Giorgio Vasari and Federico
Zuccari depicting the Last Judgment. Working with
advanced imaging technology, total access, and Italy’s
leading art photographer, this book presents in
never‐before‐seen detail and completeness the entire
pictorial cycle of the Dome.

by Marco Bussagli Bussagli, Mina
Gregori, Timothy Verdon

Hardback, 304 x 251 mm, 320 p
€ 64,95, English ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9788895847979 (EN)
[IT] Scripta Maneant
I01 ‐ OLD MASTERS

Brunelleschi's Dome in Florence
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9788895847979.xml

Ontdek in dit extra themanummer van OKV een geheim op
het Lam Gods dat honderden jaren verborgen bleef. In het
bovenste register van het Lam Gods is op de eredoeken
achter Maria en Johannes de Doper tien keer hetzelfde
motief (geheel of gedeeltelijk) herhaald. Omdat Van Eyck
het brokaat van de eredoeken precies wilde weergeven,
maakte hij gebruik van de techniek van het 'gegoten
brokaat'.

Het retabel van Jan voor
Lubrect
OKV Themanummer
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/018185.xml
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‐
Paperback,
€ 10,00, Dutch (NL) ed.,
Oct. 2021
ISBN: 018185 (NL)
[BE] OKV ‐ themanummers
I01 ‐ OLD MASTERS

This beautiful book in the "500" series celebrates the
extraordinary talent of Michelangelo di Lodovico
Buonarroti Simoni, arguably the most renowned artist of
the Italian Renaissance. 500 years ago, he was 46 years old.
He had already completed the Statue of David, the Doni
Tondo, the Vatican Pietà, and the Ceiling of the Sistine
Chapel. He would later paint the Last Judgement, the
frescoes of the Pauline Chapel, and complete the Tomb of
Julius II.

by Fabio Scaletti

Hardback, 331 x 256 mm, 304 p
€ 72,95, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9788895847863 (EN)
[IT] Scripta Maneant
I01 ‐ OLD MASTERS

Michelangelo 500
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9788895847863.xml

Tsukioka Yoshitoshi (1839‐1892) was the last great
woodblock print master of the Ukiyo‐e tradition. With his
distinctive style of dramatic lines and use of gorgeous
colours, Yoshitoshi was soon recognised by his
contemporaries as the most outstanding woodblock artist
of his time. One Hundred Aspects of the Moon is regarded
as his greatest achievement. The series brings to life the
history and mythology of ancient Japan. In all 100 prints
the moon figures prominently...

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783753300870.xml

Museum für Ostasiatische
Kunst, Köln
Paperback, 240 x 190 mm, 200
p, 108 col.ill.
€ 50,00, Eng/ Germ. edition,
Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9783753300870 (EN‐GE)

Yoshitoshi

[G] Walther & Franz Koenig
(T&H distr)

One Hundred Aspects of the Moon.

I03 ‐ 19th CENTURY ART

Used for self‐exploration or divination, Tarot has, for more
than a 500 years, been the most popular and accessible of
all esoteric tools, looming large in today's mainstream
culture. Why? Because the cards are inexpensive and easy
to carry‐a perfect traveling companion and, therefore, an
invitation to a journey inward and out.

Laetitia Barbier

Hardback, 250 x 196 mm, 380 p,
400 col.ill.
€ 37,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781419756375 (E)

Tarot and Divination Cards

[US] Cernunnos (A&BC)

A Visual Archive

I03 ‐ ART HISTORY

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781419756375.xml
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Take a journey through Ancient Egypt and see how the
pharaohs once lived!
An enticing and insightful guide that covers 3000 years of
life under the pharaoh's rule (c.3200-30 BCE), from the
early kings of Egypt to the reign of Cleopatra and the
Roman conquest, this book explains it all! This up-to-date
biography of Ancient Egypt is filled with so much to learn
and experience. Filled with more than 850 photos,
illustrations, and maps...

‐
Hardback, 288 x 240 mm, 320 p
€ 42,50, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9780241446867 (EN)
[UK] Dorling Kindersley
I06 ‐ ARCHAEOLOGY

Ancient Egypt
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780241446867.xml

The Definitive Visual History

Some of the world’s greatest and most‐loved artists died
under the age of forty. But how did they turn relatively
short careers into such long legacies? What drove them to
create, against all the odds? And how can we use these
stories to re‐evaluate artists lost to the shadows, or whose
legacies are not yet secured? In Bright Stars, Kate Bryan
examines the lives and legacies of 30 great artists who died
too young.

Bright Stars

Kate Bryan

Hardback, 279 x 147 mm, 224 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 21,95, Eng. ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9780711251731 (E)
[UK] Frances Lincoln (Quarto)
I03 ‐ ART HISTORY

Great Artists Who Died Too Young
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780711251731.xml

How is The Colour Code different to other books on
colour? Well, the short answer is that it is a whole lot more
fun ‐ not least because it is extensively illustrated. We
don't just get a story about Mummy Brown (the pigment
made from Egyptian mummies), we see a painting created
with pigments from the remains of French kings. We are
reminded of the blue/gold dress that swept Twitter, view
paintings by Mondrian (red ones sell for higher prices) and
Van Eyck (he invented an enduring green), ...

The Colour Code
Why we see red, feel blue and go green
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781781256268.xml
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Paul Simpson

Paperback, 196 x 128 mm, 352
p
€ 21,95, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781781256268 (EN)
[UK] Profile (Faber)
I03 ‐ ART HISTORY

Few artists are able to work successfully on both large and
small scales, but throughout his career Calder brilliantly
moved from the miniature to the monumental and back
again. This publication focuses on the enormous stabiles
he created mostly for public places, as well as his elegant
hanging mobiles in sheet metal, miniature standing
mobiles, and chess sets, shedding light on the social and
performative aspects of his work.

Alexander Calder
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783791379296.xml

Minimal Maximal

Frida Kahlo: Her Universe, published under a joint imprint
by Editorial RM and Museo Frida Kahlo, allows us to
refresh and bring up to date the rich diversity of themes,
ideas, concepts, and emotions generated around two
fundamental and iconic figures in modern Mexico: Frida
Kahlo and Diego Rivera. Based on the 2013 edition,
sponsored by Bank of America and produced in
collaboration with the magazine Vogue Mexico and Latin
America, this new edition gathers a range of essays by
specialists.

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9788417975531.xml

Joachim Jäger, Udo Kittelmann,
Maike Steinkamp

Paperback, 261 x 215 mm,
200 p
€ 47,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9783791379296 (E)
[UK] Prestel
I04 ‐ MODERN ART

Mercurio Lopez Casillas

Hardback, 310 x 225 mm, 256 p
€ 59,95, English ed., Dec. 2021
ISBN: 9788417975531 (EN)
[UK] Editorial RM (Prestel)
I04 ‐ MODERN ART ‐ 20th C

Frida Kahlo
Her Universe

Nicolas Eekman (1889‐1973), born in Brussels where he
studied architecture, turned to painting and exhibited for a
few years in Holland before settling in Paris in 1921. Close
to his compatriot Mondrian with whom he exhibited at the
Jeanne Bucher gallery (1928), he is also closely linked to
the artists Jean Lurçat, Marcoussis, Max Jacob, Lipchitz,
and later with Moïse Kisling and Frans Masereel. Author of
an abundant painted work, he is also a renowned
draftsman, illustrator and engraver...

Nicolas Eekman
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9782376660354.xml
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Emmanuel Bréon

Paperback, 312 x 236 mm,
196 p
€ 0,00, Eng/ French edition,
Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9782376660354 (EN‐FR)
[F] Norma Editions
I04 ‐ MODERN ART ‐ 20th C

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9789723618792.xml

Europa Oxalà presenteert een zestigtal werken
(schilderijen, tekeningen, sculpturen, films, foto's,
installaties) van eenentwintig kunstenaars van wie de
familieoorsprong in de voormalige koloniën ligt. Deze
"children of empires", geboren en getogen in een
postkoloniale context, bieden een reflectie op hun
erfgoed, hun geheugen en hun identiteit. Hun ouders en
grootouders zijn geboren en woonden in Congo, Angola,
Guinee, Benin, Algerije, Madagaskar; en deze
kunstenaars erfden niet alleen stemmen, geluiden en
gebaren, maar ook beelden en herinneringen aan hun
culturen van oorsprong, het startpunt van een belangrijk
onderzoekswerk in de historische archieven. Door hun
werk getuigt Europa Oxalà van de creatieve kracht van de
hedendaagse Europese culturele diversiteit, waardoor
nieuwe perspectieven worden geopend voor het begrip
Europa.
Kunstenaars: Aimé Mpane, Aimé Ntakiyica, Carlos Bunga,
Délio Jasse, Djamel Kokene‐Dorléans, Fayçal Baghriche,
Francisco Vidal, John K Cobra, Katia Kameli, Mohamed
Bourouissa, Josèfa Ntjam, Malala Andrialavidrazana,
Márcio de Carvalho, Mónica de Miranda, Nú Barreto,
Pauliana Valente Pimentel, Pedro AH Paixão, Sabrina
Belouaar, Sammy Baloji, Sandra Mujinga, Sara Sadik.
De Europa Oxalà‐tentoonstelling is te zien in het Mucem
in Marseille van 20 oktober 2021 tot 16 januari 2022 en
vervolgens in de Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
(Lissabon) van 3 maart tot 30 mei 2022. Ten slotte zal het
te zien zijn op het Koninklijk Museum voor Midden‐Afrika
in Tervuren van 6 oktober 2022 tot 5 maart 2023.

Expo: 06/10/2022 ‐
05/03/2023, Koninklijk
Museum voor Midden‐Afrika,
Tervuren
Katia Kameli, Aimé Mpane Enkobo,
António Pinto Ribeiro

, 270 x 200 mm, 88 p, 43 col.ill.
€ 24,00, Dutch (NL) ed., Nov.
2021
ISBN: 9789723618792 (NL)
ISBN 9789723618754 (EN) ISBN
9789723618747 (FR)
[BE] Africamuseum Tervuren
(KMMA)
I05 ‐ CONTEMPORARY ART

Europa Oxalà
‐Catalogus‐

Naast de tentoonstellingscatalogus werpt dit essayboek
een ander licht op de tentoongestelde hedendaagse
kunstenaars. De auteurs die in dit boek zijn verzameld, zijn
de volgende: Amzat BOUKARI‐YABARA, António PINTO
RIBEIRO, António SOUSA RIBEIRO, Ariella AÏSHA AZOULAY,
Cécile BOURNE‐FARRELL, Christine BLUARD AND Bruno
VERBERGT, Fabienne BIDEAUD, Lisette LOMRAFÉ RIBEIAL,
Marrakesh RIBEIAL.

Europa Oxalà

Expo: 06/10/2022 ‐ 05/03/2023,
Royal Museum for Central
Africa, Tervuren ‐ Gulbenkan du
3 mars au 30 mai 2022
Sous la direction d'António Pinto
Ribeiro et Margarida Calafate
Ribeiro (Centre d'études sociales de
l'Université de Coimbra

Paperback | 270 x 200 mm, 128
p, 20 col. & bw ill ,
€ 18,00, Dutch (NL) ed., Dec.
2021
ISBN: 9789723618808 (NL)

‐Essays‐
ISBN ISBN 9789723618778 (FR)
ISBN 9789723618785 (EN)
[BE] Africamuseum Tervuren
(KMMA)
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9789723618808.xml
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Curated by Caroline Dumalin, the exhibition presents
newly commissioned artworks in (semi) public space along
the trainline between the railway stations of Eupen and
Ostend. The exhibition features works by Flaka Haliti, Che
Go Eun, Laure Prouvost, Marina Pinsky, Sophie Nys, Chloé
Malcotti and Inas Halabi. Enclosed you can find a more
detailed text on the exhibition.
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9789464447880.xml

Expo: 23/10/2021 – 13/2/2022,
Ostend‐Eupen Railway Line
Introductory text by Caroline
Dumalin

Hardback, 80 p
€ ..,.., Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9789464447880 (E)

Endless Express
Europalia Arts Festival 2021 ‐ Trains and
Tracks

Yayoi Kusama is one of the most significant contemporary
artists at work today. This engaging autobiography tells the
story of her life and extraordinary career, revealing herself
as a fascinating figure and maverick artist who channels
her obsessive neuroses into an art that transcends cultural
barriers.

Infinity Net
The Autobiography of Yayoi Kusama

[BE] Europalia
I05 ‐ CONTEMPORARY ART

REPRINT. First published 2013
Paperback, 234 x 156 mm,
256 p, 30 bw ill.
€ 21,20, English ed., Nov. 2021
‐R/P
ISBN: 9781849762137 (EN)
[UK] Tate
I04b‐ POST‐WAR ART

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781849762137.xml

The hour‐long epic "Antigone" bespeaks the
British‐European artist's extraordinary ability to interweave
mythological figures, personal history, and chance. Her
primary medium is analog film, which she cherishes for its
technical versatility and grainy brilliance. Yet she is also a
master of other genres and practices such as photography,
printmaking, drawing, and writing.

Ed.: Laurenz‐Stiftung, Schaulager
basel

Hardback, 310 x 215 mm, 128 p,
100 col.ill.
€ 25,00, Eng. ed., Aug. 2021
ISBN: 9783906315140 (E)

Tacita Dean

[G] Walther Koenig Verlag

Antigone

I05 ‐ CONTEMPORARY ART

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783906315140.xml
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In this fully revised and richly illustrated edition, author
and journalist Will Ellsworth‐Jones pieces together a
complete picture of the life and work of Banksy, perhaps
the most iconic, enigmatic and controversial artist of
modern times. With beautiful reproductions of some of his
most controversial and recognisable works, this detailed
study is a truly indispensible guide to understanding the
ultimate art rebel whose work is no less relevant today
than it was when he first started out some 30 years ago

Fully Revised and Updated
Illustrated Edition
Hardback, x mm, 272 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 26,50, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9780711264328 (E)
[UK] Frances Lincoln (Quarto)
II20b ‐ COUNTER CULTURE

Banksy
The Man Behind the Wall
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780711264328.xml

The Space Between celebrates John Baldessari's ?nal
painting series, thirty paintings on canvas that explore the
gaps in meaning between word and image, foreground and
background, photography and painting, and presence and
absence. Quintessentially Baldessarian in their witty,
sometimes absurd pairings of objects and text, they
feature imagery from ?lm stills and found photographs,
partially covered by gestural ?elds of white and black paint
that direct our attention to particular elements in each
scene...

‐
Hardback, 250 x 234 mm, 108 p
€ 29,80, Eng. ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9783960988304 (E)
[G] Walther Koenig Verlag
I04b‐ POST‐WAR ART

John Baldessari
The Space Between Us
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783960988304.xml

The first major biography of the pathbreaking, perpetually
influential surrealist artist René Magritte‐‐from the
celebrated biographer of Braque and Cézanne. In this
stimulating life of René Magritte (1898‐1967), Alex
Danchev makes a case for the artist as the single most
significant purveyor of images to the modern world. Using
thirty‐two pages of color inserts and black‐and‐white
illustrations throughout the text, Danchev delves into a
deep examination of Magritte's artistic development..

Magritte. A Life
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781781250778.xml
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Alex Danchev

Hardback, 235 x 178 mm, 512 p
€ 28,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781781250778 (E)
[UK] Profile (Faber)
II11k ‐ LITERATURE ‐ ART

In this extraordinary book, with unparalleled candour, Paul
McCartney recounts his life and art through the prism of
154 songs from all stages of his career ‐ from his earliest
boyhood compositions through the legendary decade of
The Beatles, to Wings and his solo albums to the present.
Arranged alphabetically to provide a kaleidoscopic rather
than chronological account, it establishes definitive texts of
the songs' lyrics for the first time and describes the
circumstances in which they were written.

‐
Set of 2 hardback Volumes, x
mm, 960 p
€ 110,00, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9780241519332 (E)
[UK] Penguin ‐ Allen Lane
II15 ‐ MUSIC ‐ LYRICS & BIO

Paul McCartney. The Lyrics
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780241519332.xml

1956 to the Present

Decades after the rise of rock music in the 1950s, the rock
concert retains its allure and its power as a unifying
experience ‐ and as an influential multi‐billion‐dollar
industry. In Rock Concert, acclaimed interviewer Marc
Myers sets out to uncover the history of this compelling
phenomenon, weaving together ground‐breaking accounts
from the people who were there.

Rock Concert

Marc Myers

Hardback, 240 x 165 mm, 320 p
€ 28,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781611856538 (E)
[UK] Atlantic (Faber)
II15 ‐ MUSIC ‐ POPULAR

A High‐Voltage History, from Elvis to
Live Aid
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781611856538.xml

David Bowie's story has never been told quite like this.
Tracing the star's encounters with fellow icons throughout
his life, We Could Be offers a new history of Bowie,
collecting 300 short stories that together paint a portrait of
humour, humility, compassion, tragedy and more besides.

We Could Be...
Bowie and His Heroes

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781788402729.xml
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Tom Hagler & Tony Visconti

Hardback, 240 x 162 mm, 400 p
€ 26,50, , Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781788402729 ()
[UK] Octopus
II15 ‐ MUSIC

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783961713547.xml

As one of the few women with countless exhibitions and
awards in recent years, Tina Trumpp has made a name for
herself in the nude photography scene. For her, the female
nude is never just an erotic motif. Every one of her
photographs is an ode to the grace, elegance and strength
of her subjects.

‐
Hardback, 340 x 276 mm, 208 p
€ 50,00, Eng/ Germ. edition,
Oct. 2021

With natural light and soft rendering, she creates unique
and sensual nude imagery: thoughtful, seductive and
always incomparably aesthetic. This photo book is the first
large‐format publication of Tina Trumpp's

[G] teNeues (firm only)

ISBN: 9783961713547 (EN‐GE)

I20 ‐ PHOTOGRAPHY

Shades of Sensuality ‐ Tina
Trumpp

How did the abolitionist movement interact with women's
entry into the field of photography? What does the
medium have to do with menstrual taboos? Is there even
such a thing as a 'feminist image'?
Whether working in the studio or on the front line, women
have contributed to every aspect of photography's short
history. For some, gender is front and centre; for others,
it's merely incidental. All have been affected by the power
structures beyond their camera lenses.

Emma Lewis

Hardback, 292 x 228 mm, 256 p
€ 51,50, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781781578049 (E)
[UK] Ilex (Octopus)
I20 ‐ PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
A Feminist History
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781781578049.xml

Filmmaker, photographer, and world‐class mountaineer
Jimmy Chin goes where few can follow to capture stunning
images in death‐defying situations. There and Back draws
from his breathtaking portfolio of photographs, captured
during cutting‐edge climbing and outdoor expeditions on
all seven continents‐‐from a ski expedition from the
summit of Mount Everest, to an unsupported traverse of
Tibet's Chang Tang Plateau on foot, to first ascents in
Chad’s Ennedi Desert and Antarctica’s Queen Maud Land.

There and Back
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781984859501.xml

Photographs from the Edge
12

Jimmy Chin

Hardback, 305 x 241 mm, 320 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 50,00, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781984859501 (E)
[US] Ten Speed Press
I20 ‐ PHOTOGRAPHY ‐ TRAVEL

The Year That Changed Our World is the definitive, visual
history of the Covid‐19 Pandemic. With more than 400
photographs, this ambitious publication traces the arc of
the Pandemic from China in early 2020 through to the
vaccine breakthroughs of Spring 2021.

The Year That Changed Our
World

Edited by Marielle Eudes, Agence
France Presse

Hardback, 280 x 220 mm, 416 p,
500 col.ill.
€ 54,50, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9780500025062 (EN)
[UK] Thames & Hudson +

A Photographic History of the Covid‐19
Pandemic

I20 ‐ PHOTOJOURNALISM

The first monograph of a digital art phenomenon. As one
of the originators of the current “everyday” movement in
3D graphics, Mike Winkelmann has been creating a picture
every day ‐from start to finish‐ and posting it online for
more than ten years, without ever missing a single day. In
doing that, he built an incredible community of fans,
becoming one the biggest visual artist on social media,
with 1.7 million followers on Instagram and more than
500,000 on Facebook, and establishing an important
presence

By Mike Winkelmann

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780500025062.xml

Hardback, 287 x 218 mm, 400 p,
5000 col.ill.
€ 58,00, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781419756917 (E)
[US] Abrams
II11 ‐ POPULAR CULTURE

Beeple
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781419756917.xml

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783960700807.xml

Everydays, the First 5,000 Images

In 2019, Guido Guidi and Gerry Johansson ‐ two of the
great masters of analog photography in the 20/21st
century‐ took part in the „Verso Nord" photography
campaign, which was organized as part of the P=S+N
project in Castelfranco, Veneto and the surrounding area.
While Guidi focussed his attention on the historic centre of
this small town, concentrating on architectural material in
order to capture in detail, the layers of history and time,
Johansson moved around the area of urban spread.

Guido Guidi, Gerry Johansson

Expo: September 4 ‐ November
1, 2021, OMNE Festival,
Castelfranco, Veneto
Edited by Stefania Rössl, Massimo
Sordi. Texts by Stefania Rössl in
conversation with Guido Guidi and
Gerry Johansson.

Hardback | 322 x 302 mm, 96 p,
79 col. & bw ill ,
€ 45,00, Eng./ It. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9783960700807 (EN‐IT)

Verso Nord
[G] Hartmann Books
I20 ‐ PHOTOGRAPHY
13

Questlove collects the 500 songs that have changed not
just popular music, but also the world. Questlove's Music Is
History is an in‐depth look into the 500 most influential
songs in the history of music. Most famously known as a
the drummer and joint frontman for the Grammy
Award‐winning band The Roots, Questlove is also an astute
musicologist and voracious historian.

Music Is History

Questlove

Hardback, 235 x 172 mm, 336 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 28,50, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781419751431 (E)
[US] Abrams
II15 ‐ MUSIC ‐ POPULAR

Questlove
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781419751431.xml

From tiny homes to little lending libraries and even tiny
food, people everywhere are resetting the premium they
put on size. Fact is, the automotive industry has a “tiny”
history going back to the car’s earliest days.
Beginning with the Curved Dash Oldsmobile and continuing
through prewar classics such as the Austin Seven and
Hanomag Kommissbrot, The Big Book of Tiny Cars is truly
international in scope.
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780760370629.xml

Russell Hayes

Hardback, 241 x 279 mm, 176 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 36,50, Eng. ed., Dec. 2021
ISBN: 9780760370629 (E)
[UK] Motorbooks (Quarto)
II07C ‐ SPORTS & LEISURE ‐ CARS

The Big Book of Tiny Cars
A Century of Diminutive Automotive
Odditie

In this beautiful book, author Francisca Mattéoli recounts
50 tales of thrilling travel undertaken in every possible
mode of transit, from the hot air balloon to the space
shuttle, each lavishly illustrated with more than 300
historical photographs and ephemera from Louis Vuitton's
official archives. Louis Vuitton: Extraordinary Voyages is a
journey all its own‐an evocative and transporting account
of the most surprising and transformative trips taken since
the 19th century.

Louis Vuitton
Extraordinary Voyages
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781419757860.xml
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Francisca Mattéoli

Hardback, 240 x 165 mm, 448 p
€ 70,00, Eng. ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9781419757860 (E)
[US] Abrams
II08 ‐ TRAVEL ‐ PHOTOGRAPHY

From the glitz and glamour of the Roaring Twenties came a
fashion revolution. The 1920s is a decade synonymous
with social change, reflected in its groundbreaking
fashions: from the daring elegance of the 'New Woman' to
never‐before‐seen silhouettes, the styles of the Roaring
Twenties still capture the imagination a century later.
Sumptuously illustrated with over 500 original
photographs, sketches and prints, this extensive
sourcebook documents the season‐by‐season fashions of
the Jazz Age.

Emmanuelle Dirix

Hardback, 237 x 185 mm, 512 p
€ 25,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781787398870 (E)
[UK] WELBECK
II06 ‐ FASHION

1920s Fashion
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781787398870.xml

The Definitive Sourcebook

Packed with over 500 original photographs, illustrations
and sketches from the decade, this is an essential guide for
any fashion historian, student or vintage enthusiast. These
classic images have been selected from popular fashion
publications of the day, mail‐order catalogues and
Hollywood studio press shots, including material from Chic
Parisien, Harper's Bazaar, Sears, La Femme Chic and film
studios Metro‐Goldwyn‐Mayer and Paramount.

Emmanuelle Dirix

Hardback, 237 x 185 mm, 512 p
€ 25,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781787398894 (E)
[UK] WELBECK
II06 ‐ FASHION

1930s Fashion
The Definitive Sourcebook
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781787398894.xml

1940s Fashion: The Definitive Sourcebook covers every
aspect of female fashions from the decade, from lace
evening gowns, tailored jackets and furs to figure‐sculpting
undergarments, satin negligées and scandalous bikinis,
offering the most comprehensive appraisal of this age of
wartime and post‐war glamour. This in‐depth look at the
styles and trends that shaped 1940s fashion features
images of the decade's most iconic stars and designers.

1940s Fashion
The Definitive Sourcebook
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781787398917.xml
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Charlotte Fiell

Hardback, 237 x 185 mm, 512 p
€ 25,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781787398917 (E)
[UK] WELBECK
II06 ‐ FASHION

The catalogue presents over forty works: installations,
sculptures, collages, paintings and films. It also puts
forward a hypothesis: that Martin Margiela has always
been an artist. Internationally renowned in the fashion
world since the late 1980s, throughout his career as a
designer, he deliberately upended the conventions of
fashion one by one, through runway shows, materials and
forms that became conceptual and aesthetic revolutions.

Martin Margiela

Ed.: Martin Margiela, Guillaume
Houzé and Rebecca
Lamarche‐Vadel

Paperback, 315 x 232 mm, 346
p, 207 col.ill.
€ 49,00, English ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9783753301013 (EN)
[G] Walther Koenig Verlag

at Lafayette Anticipations

II06 ‐ FASHION (Belgium)

The book features around 60 haute couture designs from
the collections of the Musée des Arts Décoratifs along with
an equivalent number of iconic pieces belonging to Dior
Héritage (the house's own archives of original runway
prototypes or garments ordered by clients), supplemented
by fragrances and accessories. The items on display thus
offer a panorama of Christian Dior's haute couture
creations since 1947, always the epitome of modern
elegance.

‐
Hardback with dust jacket | 180
x 130 mm, 504 p, 250 col. & bw
ill ,
€ 45,00, Eng/ Arabic ed., Nov.
2021

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783753301013.xml

Christian Dior

ISBN: 9788836650354 (EN‐AR)
[IT] Silvana
II06 ‐ FASHION

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9788836650354.xml

The first‐ever monograph from the New York‐based
photographer Janette Beckman, celebrating 40 years of
photography
Covering four decades of photography the book serves as a
stunning snapshot of Beckman's significance in the world
of art, photojournalism, music, fashion, and popular
culture ‐ but most prevalently, it's a testament of her
unique ability to extract beauty from the outliers of
society.

Rebels: From Punk to Dior
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9788898565467.xml
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by Janette Beckman

Hardback, 280 x 230 mm, 240 p
€ 78,00, English ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9788898565467 (EN)
[IT[ Drago (ACC)
I20 ‐ PHOTOGRAPHY ‐ FASHION

by Tom Ford

Hardback, 355 x 273 mm, 416 p
€ 135,00, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
A fashion icon, provocative American designer Tom Ford
brings us his highly anticipated second book, which takes
readers through the illustrious trajectory of his
billion‐dollar luxury empire established in 2005.

Tom Ford 002

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780847864379.xml

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780847871889.xml

Tom Ford and Tom Ford 002 slipcased together as one
deluxe package, with a unique printing of the slipcase
which will be white type with black cloth. This unique
edition includes a Tom Ford signed bookplate. All materials
used are FCS certified.

Tom Ford 001 & 002 Deluxe

ISBN: 9780847864379 (E)
[US] Rizzoli
II06 ‐ FASHION
by Tom Ford. Foreword: Anna
Wintour. Contributor: Bridget
Foley, Introduction: Graydon Carter

Hardback, 355 x 273 mm, 832 p
€ 550,00, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9780847871889 (E)
[US] Rizzoli
II06 ‐ FASHION

Shimmering like a movie star and a very British affair : for
99 years, Jaguar has been synonymous with elegance and
luxury in automobile culture ‐ high time to commemorate
an exquisite car brand. Right on time for the 60th
anniversary of the E‐Type, this new Jaguar photo book
from automobile photographer Rene Staud captures iconic
Jaguar designs: the E‐Type or XK 140, the SS90 from the
1930s, or Jaguar's first electric car ‐ the I‐Pace.

The Jaguar Book

‐
Hardback | 340 x 275 mm, 304
p, 250 col. & bw ill ,
€ 80,00, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9783961713592 (E)
[G] teNeues (firm only)
II07C ‐ SPORTS & LEISURE ‐ CARS

by René Staud
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783961713592.xml

Ever wondered how to decode the infamous smart casual
dress code? How many shirts a man really needs? How to
master the art of small talk? Or even which cocktail recipes
every man simply must have in his repertoire of bar skills?
The Modern Gentleman's Handbook will have all the
answers the modern man requires to put his best foot
forward for all occasions, from the office, to weddings and
sporting events and even long weekends away.

The Modern Gentleman's
Handbook
Gentlemen Are Not Born, They Are
Made
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781529108842.xml
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Charles Thyrwitt

Hardback, 222 x 138 mm, 224 p
€ 18,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781529108842 (E)
[UK] Random House ‐ Ebury
Press
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE ‐
FASHION

Wie zijn hand in de Schelde steekt, staat in contact met
de hele wereld. De Haven van Antwerpen brengt dit in de
praktijk met een kookboek vol smaken uit de vier
windstreken. 25 nationaliteiten waarmee de Antwerpse
haven nauwe contacten onderhoudt, stellen met trots
het lekkerste uit hun land voor. De Noorse dokwerker, de
Israëlische CEO, de Turkse expediteur, de Congolese
matroos,… ze zijn allemaal even trots op de gerechten uit
hun vaderland. En dat willen ze graag delen met elkaar.
Smakelijk!

Smaken van de Haven

‐

Hardback, 260 x 200 mm, 224 p,
full colour col.ill.
€ 24,95, Dutch (NL) ed., Dec.
2021
ISBN: 9789053254776 (NL)
[BE] Pandora
II01 ‐ COOKERY

50 makkelijke recepten uit de hele
wereld

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9789053254776.xml

From those ever‐curious, ever‐quirky minds behind the
number one New York Times bestselling Atlas Obscura,
with over 815,000 copies in print, comes an
unputdownable guide that marries our endless appetite for
travel with our insatiable interest in food.

Cecily Wong & Dylan Thuras

Hardback, 272 x 185 mm, 448 p
€ 46,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781523502196 (E)

Gastro Obscura

[US] Workman

A Food Adventurer's Guide

II01 ‐ COOKERY

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781523502196.xml
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Celebrate your favorite coffee shop and one of the most
iconic television series of all time with Friends: The Official
Central Perk Cookbook!
Gather your friends on your favorite couch and prepare over
50 recipes inspired by the iconic Central Perk café from the
beloved hit sitcom Friends. Friends: The Official Central Perk
Cookbook offers a variety of recipes for chefs of all levels.
From appetizers and small bites to drinks and desserts, each
chapter includes iconic treats from the show and café.

Kara Mickelson

Hardback, x mm, 176 p
€ 29,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781789098501 (E)
[UK] Titan Books
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE ‐ FOOD

Friends
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781789098501.xml

The Official Central Perk Cookbook

The world’s favorite TV show now has a new holiday gift
set! This beautiful cookbook and apron set is guaranteed to
delight Friends fans everywhere. From appetizers and small
bites to drinks and desserts, each chapter of the cookbook
includes iconic treats from the show and café. The latest in
Insight Editions’ best‐selling line of Friends products has
more than 75 recipes and beautiful full‐color photography,
as well as classic stills and legendary quotes from the show.

‐
Hardback, x mm, 176 p
€ 45,00, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781647224271 (E)
[UK] Insight Books ‐ Gifts (S&S)
II10 ‐ GIFTS

Friends: The Official Central
Perk Cookbook
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781647224271.xml

Gift Set

Sixty recipes inspired by your favourite fairytales, including
Little Red Riding Hood, Aladdin, Cinderella, The Little
Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast and The Snow Queen.
With Fairytale Cooking, you can rediscover your favourite
childhood fairytales then head to the kitchen to create
your own culinary wonderland. Fairytales featured: Little
Red Riding Hood ‐ Aladdin ‐ Cinderella ‐ The Little Mermaid
‐ Beauty and the Beast ‐ The Snow Queen.

Fairytale Cooking
Recipes and stories
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781911668398.xml
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Alexander Hoss‐Knakal

Hardback, x mm, 208 p
€ 28,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781911668398 (E)
[UK] Murdoch (Faber)
II01 ‐ COOKERY

Inspired by everyday life, comic artist Matilda Tristram
offers an engaging and accessible introduction to the
radical potential of diary drawings, small writings and
comic strip creativity.
Diary comics can tell your personal story; start
conversations; describe things that can be difficult to
communicate with words alone; and be a creative
experiment in expression.

My Day in Small Drawings
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780711266162.xml

Matilda Tristram

Paperback, 229 x 137 mm, 240
p
€ 14,50, Eng. ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9780711266162 (E)
[UK] Quarto other imprints
II09 ‐ PRACTICAL ‐ DRAWING &
PAINTING

Write. Draw. Reflect.

For Molly Martin, it all started with a pair of socks. Her
favourite pair. When the heels became threadbare, her
mother got out her darning mushroom and showed her
how to reinforce the thinning stitches and bring them back
to life. She has been stitching and darning ever since.

Molly Martin

Hardback, 203 x 154 mm, 144 p
€ 19,50, Eng. ed., March 2021
ISBN: 9781780724423 (E)

The Art of Repair

[UK] Octopus

Mindful Mending

II09 ‐ FASHION ‐ PRACTICAL

Modern Calligraphy: The Workbook is a guide to the
popular craft of calligraphy. Starting with a lettering
warm‐up, Imogen Owen begins with the basics as she takes
you through all the key steps to improve your skills. With
Imogen's careful guidance, practise your technique and
build on your confidence as your work through the
exercises ‐ there is lots of space in the book as well as links
to printable templates.

Imogen Owen

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781780724423.xml

Modern Calligraphy
The Workbook
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781787136922.xml
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Flexi (Pb luxe), 253 x 201 mm,
160 p
€ 21,95, Eng. ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9781787136922 (E)
[UK] Quadrille (Hardie Grant)
II09 ‐ PRACTICAL ‐ DRAWING &
PAINTING

Nicolas Schuybroek's designs treat the familiar ‐ homes,
offices, hotels, and objects alike ‐ with a reverence that he
describes as almost mystical. This illustrated book provides
for the first time a wide‐ranging look at the multifaceted
work of this exceptional architect.

Nicolas Schuybroek
Selected Works Volume One

by Nicolas Schuybroek Architects.
Texts: Louis Benech, Diana
Campbell Betancourt, Augustine
Sedgewick. Design: Javas Lehn
Studio

Hardback, 300 x 250 mm, 352 p
€ 75,00, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9783775750639 (EN)
[G] Hatje Cantz (T&H) [basic
discount]
II03 ‐ ARCHITECTURE
(monographies)

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783775750639.xml

Architect, kunstenaar en auteur Wim Cuyvers heeft samen
met Pedro Prazeres, Francis Jonckheere en Antoine Devaux
een project gerealiseerd over een hoogspanningslijn
(400.000 volt, van Génissiat naar Frasne), die het gebied
van Montavoix waar hij werkzaam is, doorkruist. De vier
hebben de hoogspanningslijn gevolgd van pyloon naar
pyloon, 214 pylonen ver. Het boek, gepubliceerd bij de
gelijknamige video‐installatie (Gent), brengt de
auteursteksten bij het landschapsproject.

Ligne ‐ Linha ‐ Line.
400.000 volts
Trace ‐ Traco ‐ Trace

Expo: 5/11/2021 ‐ 26/11/2021,
Vandenhove, Gent
Wim Cuyvers, Antoine Devaux,
Francis Jonckheere, Pedro Prazeres

Paperback, 240 x 170 mm, 96 p
€ 18,00, Dutch (NL) ed., Oct.
2021
ISBN: 9789076714578 (NL)
[BE] A&S/Books, UGent
II03 ‐ ARCHITECTURE

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9789076714578.xml

Built around the insights of renowned stylist Julia Green
gathered over several decades, Vivid looks at the spaces
we inhabit both at home and at work, and how the
application of color can create different outcomes and
impacts. The book includes eight chapters divided by color:
orange, red, blue, green, pink, yellow, neutrals, and black.
Photographer Armelle Habib contributes stunning interior
shots alongside travel vignettes that tell the story of how
different palettes are interwoven into our lives.

Vivid
Style in Color
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781743796504.xml
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Armelle Habib & Julia Green

Hardback, 283 x 216 mm, 272 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 38,95, Eng. ed., July 2021
ISBN: 9781743796504 (E)
[UK] Hardie Grant
II04 ‐ STYLE & INTERIOR

In this beautiful coffee table book, we traverse the colour
spectrum with 150 remarkable stories of our experience,
understanding and theories of colour. With insights from
art, nature, psychology and science, this is an amusing,
entertaining, and vibrant journey through the cultural
history of colour.

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783961713653.xml

Why Bees Do Not See Red and
We Sometimes Feel Blue

Joanna Zoelzer

Hardback, 241 x 193 mm, 224 p
€ 24,90, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9783961713653 (EN)
[G] teNeues (firm only)
I14 ‐ REFERENCE

150 Facts about Colours

Which nations have North Korean embassies? What
percentage of young people live with their families? Which
country lists volleyball as its national sport? How much
does it cost to get a pint around the world? And where can
you find lions in the wild? Revelatory, thought‐provoking
and fun, Brilliant Maps is a unique atlas of culture, history,
politics and miscellanea, compiled by the editor of the
iconic Brilliant Maps website.

Brilliant Maps

Ian Wright

Flexi (Pb luxe), 245 x 190 mm,
232 p
€ 18,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781846276637 (E)
[UK] Granta (Faber)
I14 ‐ REFERENCE

An Atlas for Curious Minds
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781846276637.xml

Famed across the known world, jealously guarded by
private collectors, built up over centuries, destroyed in a
single day, ornamented with gold leaf and frescoes or filled
with bean bags and children's drawings ‐ the history of the
library is rich, varied and stuffed full of incident. In this, the
first major history of its kind, Andrew Pettegree and Arthur
der Weduwen explore the contested and dramatic history
of the library, from the famous collections of the ancient
world to the embattled public resource

The Library
A Fragile History
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781788163422.xml
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Arthur der Weduwen, Andrew
Pettegree

Hardback, x mm, p
€ 36,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781788163422 (E)
[UK] Profile (Faber)
I12 ‐ HISTORY

Ghosts are everywhere whether you believe in them or
not. Every town has its local legends, and countless books,
movies, and TV shows are haunted by their presence. But
our obsession with ghosts runs deeper than we know and
is embedded in the very fabric of American history. Writer
and historian Marc Hartzman dons the mantle of tour
guide, taking readers on a fascinating journey through
supernatural history,

Chasing Ghosts

Marc Hartzman

Trade Pb (210x135), 254 x 177
mm, 272 p
€ 23,00, Eng. ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9781683692775 (E)
[US] Quirk
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE

A Tour of Our Fascination with Spirits
and the Supernatural
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781683692775.xml

Death is scary‐‐but planning your funeral doesn't have to be!
It's Your Funeral! will help demystify death, decrease your
anxiety, and put the fun back in funeral, whether that means
a drunken bacchanal or a somber reflection on just how
great you were. Every stage of the legacy planning process is
considered, from a burial outfit to a funeral theme. Practical
and cheeky questions alike are answered, including:
What is the most eco‐friendly burial; Can I write
my own obituary? ...

Kathy Benjamin

Hardback, 222 x 159 mm, 176 p
€ 17,00, Eng. ed., Aug. 2021
ISBN: 9781683692584 (E)
[US] Quirk
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE ‐ WITTY
BOOKS

It's Your Funeral
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781683692584.xml

Plan the Celebration of a Lifetime
Before It's Too Late

Destination Pride offers colourful recommendations and
practical tips to inspire your next LGBTQ travel adventure.
From Cape Town to Copenhagen, destinations in every
corner of the globe have become vibrant and inclusive gay
meccas. From attending a queer film festival in Mumbai to
watching a procession of Amsterdam canal boats during
the world's only floating Pride Parade, award‐winning
LGBTQ author Andrew Collins recommends hundreds of
quirky and quintessential travel experiences.

Destination Pride
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781741176971.xml

A little books for the best LGBTQ
vacations
23

‐
, x mm, p
€ 12,95, English ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9781741176971 (EN)
[UK] Hardie Grant
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE

GROEIEN is een prachtige babyalbum over de diversiteit
en kwetsbaarheid van het leven in het dierenrijk. Hoe
lang duurt het voordat een kikker al zijn vier poten heeft
gekregen? En wanneer opent een kanarie voor het eerst
zijn ogen? In dit charmante en originele fotoboek
gebruikt de Nederlandse fotografe Marlonneke
Willemsen studio stijlbeelden om zoölogische feiten te
tonen in een mooi poëtisch document van geboorte,
groei en ontwikkeling van de dieren op onze planeet.

Groeien, Hoe dieren op de
wereld komen

by Marlonneke Willemsen

Hardback, 297 x 231 mm, 192 p
€ 24,90, Dutch (NL) ed., May
2021
ISBN: 9783961713424 (NL)
[G] teNeues (firm only)
II17 ‐ NATURE

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783961713424.xml

Pets Rock the book discovers the celebrities in our
four‐legged friends. Dogs, cats, guinea pigs, pigs and more
are photographed in a species‐appropriate manner and
then receive their digital makeover into a mini celebrity,
right down to the hairstyle and accessories. Roll out the
red carpet for animal royals, rappers, rock stars and film
icons!

Pets Rock: More Fun than Fame

‐
Hardback, 190 x 149 mm, 190 p
€ 14,90, Eng./ Fr./ Germ ed.,
Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9783961713431 (EN‐FR‐GE)
[G] teNeues (firm only)
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE

‐Compact Edition‐
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9783961713431.xml

The first comprehensive exhibition of Wain's work was
held at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London in 1972
and, since then, Louis Wain has steadily become more
fashionable, and collected worldwide. This biography
contains 300 plates of richness and variety, all of which are
reproduced faithfully from the original artwork.
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781838854706.xml

Louis Wain's Cats

Chris Beetles

Hardback, x mm, 256 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 43,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781838854706 (E)
[UK] Canongate (Faber)
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE
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Let's be honest, our pets may seem pretty straightforward,
but as soon as you become an owner there are so many
questions!
What do my dog's barks mean? Should I be brushing their
teeth? How do I even know what kind of dog is right for me?
Mat Ward believes that dogs and humans are both pretty
amazing, and full of potential. His expert guidance for being
the world's best owner comes with tons of cute, funny and
accurate illustrations that make it easy.

What Dogs Want
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781526639950.xml

Hardback, 210 x 148 mm, 160 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 16,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781526639950 (E)
[UK] Bloomsbury
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE ‐ WITTY
BOOKS

An Illustrated Guide for Happy Dog Care
and Training

A fun and quirky book that delves into the evolution and
history of our canine companions, and also celebrates their
roles in ancient and modern society across the globe.
World of Dogs features an incredible and unique selection
of dog breeds, from Africa's Abyssinian Sand Terrier and
the Peruvian Inca Orchid, to the New Guinea Singing Dog
and India's pariah dog. You'll discover how certain dogs
became some of the world's most popular breeds, as well
as some of the most famous canine friends.

World of Dogs
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781741177725.xml

Mat Ward

by Lara Shannon (Author), Wenjia
Tang (Illustrator)

Hardback, 161 x 127 mm, 144 p
€ 12,95, English ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9781741177725 (EN)
[UK] Hardie Grant
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE ‐ WITTY
BOOKS

A Book for Dog Lovers All Over the
Globe

Become a moggy mastermind with nine fun and
easy‐to‐score personality tests. From cat speak to curious
quirks, discover your feline’s true nature to better nurture
your bond.

Alison Davies & Alissa Levy

Hardback, 201 x 152 mm, 128 p
€ 13,50, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9780711263000 (E)

Cat Purrsonality Test
What Our Feline Friends Are Really
Thinking
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780711263000.xml
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[UK] White Lion (Quarto)
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE ‐ WITTY
BOOKS

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781526615893.xml

While he was still a little boy, Ilyas was stolen from his parents
by the German colonial troops. After years away, fighting in a
war against his own people, he returns to his village to find his
parents gone, and his sister Afiya given away.
Another young man returns at the same time. Hamza was not
stolen for the war, but sold into it; he has grown up at the
right hand of an officer whose protection has marked him life.
With nothing but the clothes on his back, he seeks only work
and security ‐ and the love of the beautiful Afiya.
As fate knots these young people together, as they live and
work and fall in love, the shadow of a new war on another
continent lengthens and darkens, ready to snatch them up and
carry them away.
Abdulrazak Gurnah (born 20 December 1948 is a Tanzanian
novelist, who writes in English and is based in the United
Kingdom. The most famous of his novels are Paradise (1994),
which was shortlisted for both the Booker and the Whitbread
Prize, Desertion (2005), and By the Sea (2001), which was
longlisted for the Booker and shortlisted for the Los Angeles
Times Book Award. He was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2021
"for his uncompromising and compassionate penetration of
the effects of colonialism and the fate of the refugee in the
gulf between cultures and continents."

+++NOBEL PRIZE 2021+++
Reprint
Paperback, 198 x 129 mm,
288 p
€ 11,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021 ‐
R/P
ISBN: 9781526615893 (E)

[UK] Bloomsbury
II11c ‐ LITERARY FICTION (Literature)

After Lives
Abdulrazak Gurnah

Quentin Tarantino's long‐awaited first work of fiction ‐ at
once hilarious, delicious, and brutal ‐ is the always
surprising, sometimes shocking new novel based on his
Academy Award‐winning film.
The sunlit studio back lots and the dark watering holes of
Hollywood are the setting for this audacious, hilarious,
disturbing novel about life in the movie colony, circa 1969.

Once Upon a Time in Hollywood

Special Deluxe Edition
Hardback, 254 x 203 mm, 400 p
€ 29,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781398706118 (E)
[UK] W&N (Hachette)
II11c ‐ LITERARY FICTION
(Literature)

Quentin Tarantino
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781398706118.xml

It begins with a message: a telephone call informing
Krishan that his grandmother's former care‐giver, Rani, has
died in unexpected circumstances, at the bottom of a well
in her village in the north, her neck broken by the fall. The
news arrives on the heels of an email from Anjum, an
activist he fell in love with four years earlier while living in
Delhi, bringing with it the stirring of distant memories and
desires.

A Passage North
by Anuk Arudpragasam
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781783786961.xml
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SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKIER
PRIZE 2021
Paperback, 198 x 129 mm, 304
p
€ 13,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781783786961 (E)
[UK] Granta (Faber)
II11c ‐ LITERARY FICTION
(Literature)

There was an enormous fascination with fairies in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries which
popularised depictions of benevolent winged friends and
things of fragile beauty. But in wider folklore, the creatures
of the fey are of a much more unsettling and otherworldly
stock. Taking inspiration from folk tales and medieval
legends, writers of weird tales and ghost stories such as
Arthur Machen, M. R. James and Charlotte Riddell proved
that fairies, elves, goblins ...

‐
Hardback, 234 x 156 mm, 288 p,
150 col.ill.
€ 19,50, English ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9780712354301 (EN)
[UK] British Library
II11f ‐ GENERAL FICTION

Fearsome Fairies: Haunting
Tales of the Fae
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780712354301.xml

Strange things happen on the dark wintry nights of
December. Welcome to a new collection of terrifying
Christmas tales, and prepare to plunge into the unforgiving
snow outside. In this new anthology we go beyond the
cosiness of the hearth and embark on journeys to the pine
forests of Canada and the frozen peaks of the Alps and the
Himalayas to experience a fresh selection of ghostly tales,
perfect for the yuletide season.

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780712354103.xml

by British Library

Paperback, x mm, 256 p
€ 11,95, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9780712354103 (EN)
[UK] British Library
II11f ‐ GENERAL FICTION

Sunless Solstice:
Strange Christmas Tales
for the Longest Nights: 25

Joan Anim‐Addo, Deirdre Osborne and Kadija Sesay have
curated a decolonized reading list that celebrates the wide
and diverse experiences of people from around the world,
of all backgrounds and all races. It disrupts the
all‐too‐often white‐dominated 'required reading'
collections that have become the accepted norm and
highlights powerful voices and cultural perspectives that
demand a place on our shelves.

This is the Canon
How to Decolonize Your Bookshelves in
50 Books
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781529414592.xml
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Joan Anim‐Addo, Deirdre Osborne
and Kadija Sesay

Hardback, 214 x 140 mm, 352 p
€ 24,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781529414592 (E)
[UK] Quercus (Hachette)
II11j ‐ ESSAYS

For the first time ever, a very special edition of the classic
masterpiece, illustrated throughout in colour by the author
himself and with the complete text printed in two colours.

The Lord of the Rings

Special Edition
Hardback, x mm, 1248 p,
throughout duotone ill.
€ 87,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9780008471286 (E)

J.R.R. Tolkien, Illustrated by the author
[UK] Harper Collins UK
II11a ‐ CLASSICS (Literature)

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780008471286.xml

Introduced by Margaret Atwood

This beautiful gift book contains a selection of essays,
stories and poems on cats, by writers from across the
centuries. Cats have been worshipped, adored, and
mistrusted in equal measure.In these pages, writers reflect
on the curious feline qualities that inspire such devotion in
their owners, even when it seems one‐sided. Cats’
affections are hard‐won and often fickle.

ISBN: 9781912559329 (E)

On Cats

II11j ‐ LITERARY ESSAYS

Hardback, 189 x 120 mm, 184 p
€ 21,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021

[UK] Notting Hill Editions
(Durnell)

An Anthology
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781912559329.xml

A thrilling new collection of stories pairing strange
creatures with frightening encounters to revive the
fearsome past of the fairy folk.
There was an enormous fascination with fairies in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries which
popularised depictions of benevolent winged friends and
things of fragile beauty. But in wider folklore, the creatures
of the fey are of a much more unsettling and otherworldly
stock.

Playing with Fire: The Weird
Tales of Arthur Conan Doyle
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780712354257.xml
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by Arthur Conan Doyle (Author),
Mike Ashley (Editor)

Hardback, 216 x 155 mm, 304 p
€ 19,50, English ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9780712354257 (EN)
[UK] British Library
II11a ‐ CLASSICS

The Etymologicon is an occasionally ribald, frequently witty
and unerringly erudite guided tour of the secret labyrinth
that lurks beneath the English language. What is the actual
connection between disgruntled and gruntled? What links
church organs to organised crime, California to the
Caliphate, or brackets to codpieces?

The Illustrated Etymologicon

Mark Forsyth

Hardback, 257 x 180 mm, 320 p
€ 28,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781785787850 (E)
[UK] Icon (Faber)

A Circular Stroll Through the Hidden
Connections of the English Language
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781785787850.xml

This book isn't just a dry exploration of historical
cultivation; the narrative explores the plants' places in
social history, art, politics, fashion and culture, showcasing
the most fascinating elements of each plant's story, be it
William Morris' palm obsession that continues to be
replicated in the 21st century by the likes of Ikea, or how
common indoor ferns first made their way to Europe in
glass jars for botanical studies, and why these terrariums
are now on display in almost everyone's homes.

Maddie Bailey and Alice Bailey

Hardback, 216 x 138 mm, 240 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 16,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781784884055 (E)
[UK] Hardie Grant
II02a ‐ INDOOR PLANTS

The Hidden Histories of House
Plants
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781784884055.xml

The stories behind how our most‐loved
plants made their way to our homes

Rewilding reveals the ways in which ecologists are
restoring the lost interactions between animals, plants,
and natural disturbances that are the essence of thriving
ecosystems. It looks into a past in which industrialization
and globalization have downgraded our grasslands; at
present projects restoring plants and animals to their
natural, untamed state; and into the future, with ten
predictions for a rewilded planet.

Rewilding
The Radical New Science of Ecological
Recovery ‐ Illustrated edition
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781785787539.xml
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Paul Jepson & Cain Blythe

Hardback, 230 x 175 mm, 224 p
€ 27,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781785787539 (E)
[UK] Icon (Faber)
II17 ‐ NATURE

A sparklingly funny celebration of Hergé’s most beloved
character via his legendary exclamations!

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9780008497354.xml

Captain Haddock made his first appearance alongside
Tintin in 1941, and in the course of the 80 years that
followed, has gone on to become one of Hergé best loved
characters.

Blistering Barnacles

Hergé & Albert Algoud

Hardback, 148 x 231 mm, 96 p
€ 19,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9780008497354 (E)
[UK] Harper Collins UK
II12 ‐ FUN BOOKS

An A‐Z of The Rants, Rambles and Rages
of Captain Haddock

An exclusive visual history of the creation of the Marvel
Cinematic Universe, featuring original interviews, concept
art, and behind‐the‐scenes photos from the studio's first
decade The Story of Marvel Studios: The Making of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe is the first book to give fans an
exclusive, behind‐the‐scenes look at the creation of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe, from the release of Iron Man
(2008) through Spider‐Man: Far From Home (2019).
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781419732447.xml

The Story of Marvel Studios

Authors: Tara Bennett, Paul Terry,
Kevin Feige

Hardback, 305 x 254 mm, 512 p
€ 150,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781419732447 (E)
[US] Abrams
II11c ‐ CINEMA

The Making of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9786164510364.xml

Comics flourished following the publication of the first Thai
comics strip in 1907. Artists borrowed elements from
European and American publications, such as Punch
magazine, and created uniquely Thai mash‐ups. In the
1930s, one artist combined E. C. Segar s Popeye with the
codes of local 'likay' theatre, while another used the
neoclassical realism introduced by Italian painters
appointed at the Siamese court to give eerie form to the
folklore pantheon of Thai ghosts.

The Art of Thai Comics
A Century of Strips and Stripes
30

Nicolas Verstappen

Paperback | 250 x 230 mm, 288
p, 370 col. & bw ill ,
€ 44,50, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9786164510364 (E)
[UK] River Books
II12 ‐ COMICS (Belgium)

A captivating graphic edition of Timothy Snyder's
bestselling book of lessons for surviving and resisting the
arc toward authoritarianism.

On Tyranny ‐ Graphic Edition
Twenty Lessons from the Twentieth
Century

Timothy Snyder

Hardback, 263 x mm, 128 p,
throughout col.ill.
€ 24,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781847927064 (E)
[UK] Random House ‐ Bodley
Head
II12 ‐ GRAPHIC NOVELS

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781847927064.xml

Divine the future with the ancient forgotten gods of
Lovecraft!
This complete tarot contains 78 illustrated cards, including
22 major and 56 minor arcana.
All decks will be packaged with a 32‐page booklet that will
help with the interpretation of each card.
The illustrations of the Cthulhu Dark Arts Tarot were made
by Førtifem.

[US] Cernunnos (A&BC)

Cthulhu Dark Arts Tarot

II29 ‐ TOYS & GAMES ‐ POPULAR
CULTURE

by Bragelonne Games

Cards, 167 x 87 mm, 110 p, 78
col.ill.
€ 28,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781419758102 (E)

From the World of H.P. Lovecraft
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781419758102.xml

Designed like a classic hardcover book, this keepsake box
with magnetic closures contains a 500‐piece puzzle
featuring a vibrant, detailed illustration of Hogwarts’ iconic
moving staircases by acclaimed Studio Muti. After the
puzzle is assembled, use the deluxe collectible box again
and again to trap rogue Cornish Pixies, hide Horcruxes, or
store your wallet and keys.
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781682986844.xml

Harry Potter
Exploring Hogwarts Puzzle and Book Set
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Insight Editions

Box, x mm, 500 p
€ 22,95, Eng. ed., Oct. 2021
ISBN: 9781682986844 (E)
[UK] Insight Books (S&S)
II10 ‐ GIFTS ‐ CINEMA

Think you're the ultimate Marvel fan? Put your knowledge
to the test with this Marvel Trivia Game from Ridley's
Games! Featuring 140 multiple choice questions across the
Marvel Cinematic Universe, you'll find questions like 'What
does Drax think that Mantis's antenna are for?'. See who
will be crowned the Marvel champion in this quiz that
would be the perfect gift for any Marvel lover!

Marvel Trivia
140 Questions
Ridley's Games

Box,
€ 15,00, Eng. ed., Sept. 2021

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/5055923785294.xml

ISBN: 5055923785294 (E)
[US] Chronicle ‐ Ridley's Games
II29 ‐ TOYS & GAMES

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781760761950.xml

Piece together the artists, artworks and surroundings that
bring Salvador Dalí's world to life in this surreal 1,000‐piece
puzzle. A giant grasshopper, an anteater and an ocelot
named Babou ‐ they're not your usual dinner guests. Put
down your lobster telephone and experience the magic of
Salvador Dalí in this 1000‐piece puzzle. Join Meret
Oppenheim, René Magritte and a kaleidoscope of
butterflies as you piece together the artists, artworks and
surroundings that bring this surrealist dream to life.

Iratxe López de Munáin

Box, 280 x 280 mm, 1000 p
€ 19,50, No text, Jan. 2022
ISBN: 9781760761950 (‐)
[UK] Thames & Hudson ‐ Gifts
II29 ‐ TOYS & GAMES

Puzzle: Dinner with Dali
A 1000‐Piece Dinner Date Jigsaw Puzzle

Piece together the artists, artworks and surroundings that
bring Claude Monet's world to life in this exuberant
1000‐piece puzzle.
You're invited to Claude Monet's residence in Giverny. Pull
up a chair in the iconic yellow dining room and join
Pierre‐Auguste Renoir, Berthe Morisot, Edgar Degas and
other impressionists for a feast of floating water lilies. But
steer clear of the kitchen! Monet's wife Alice is not happy
about having ex‐wife Camille's portraits all over the walls.

Puzzle: Dinner with Monet
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781760761912.xml

A 1000‐Piece Dinner Date Jigsaw Puzzle
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Iratxe López de Munáin

Box, 280 x 280 mm, 1000 p
€ 19,50, No text, Jan. 2022
ISBN: 9781760761912 (‐)
[UK] Thames & Hudson ‐ Gifts
II29 ‐ TOYS & GAMES

Featuring over 50 classic and new games to make your
get‐togethers unforgettable.
Game On makes your party, weekend escape or holiday
more fun, with a range of classic games which everyone
will know (but often don't remember how to play!) such as
Mafia or The Hat Game, as well as an array of modern
games that will soon become firm favourites with family
and friends.
Most games don't need any special equipment
(occasionally items such as pens, paper or some playing
cards are needed).
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781784884604.xml

by Marley Byng

Hardback, 182 x 147 mm, 176 p
€ 15,50, English ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 9781784884604 (EN)
[UK] Hardie Grant
II29 ‐ TOYS & GAMES

Game On
Ice‐breakers, Memory Games,
Wordplay and Everything in Between

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/5055923785256.xml

From Mulan to Finding Nemo, put your Disney knowledge
to the test with this Disney Trivia Game from Ridley's
Games! Who will answer the most questions correctly in
this fun Disney and Pixar quiz game? Featuring 140
multiple choice questions across classic and new Disney
and Pixar films, you'll find questions like 'In Toy Story, who
is Buzz Lightyear's nemesis?'. Do you have what it takes to
be crowned the ultimate Disney fan?

Ridley's Games

Box, 128 x 90 mm, p
€ 15,00, Eng. ed., Sept. 2021
ISBN: 5055923785256 (E)
[US] Chronicle ‐ Ridley's Games
II29 ‐ TOYS & GAMES

Disney Trivia
140 Questions

A thrilling retelling of the Star Wars saga in the style of
classic epic poetry "I look not to myself but to the Force, In
which all things arise and fall away." Journey to a galaxy
far, far away like never before‐through lyrical verse and
meter. Like the tales of Odysseus and Beowulf, the
adventures of Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia, Jyn
Erso, Obi‐Wan Kenobi, Darth Vader, and the Emperor are
fraught with legendary battles, iconic heroes, fearsome
warriors, sleek ships, and dangerous monsters.

The Odyssey of Star Wars
An Epic Poem
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781419756283.xml
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Author: Jack Mitchell

Hardback, 219 x 151 mm, 224 p
€ 18,50, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781419756283 (E)
[US] Cernunnos (A&BC)
I05c ‐ POPULAR CULTURE

PEPIN gift and creative paper books all contain 4 pages of
introduction and 12 large sheets of very high‐quality
wrapping paper. They can easily be removed from the
books by tearing them along a perforated line. The
wrapping papers are folded to fit into the book; when
removed and opened they measure 50 cm x 70 cm (191/2
inch x 271/2 inch; a standard size for gift wrapping papers).

‐
Paperback, 345 x 250 mm, 16 p
€ 12,95, No text, May 2021
ISBN: 9789460091292 (‐)
[NL] Pepin Press ‐ Gift Wrap

Gift wrapping paper book #107:
Natural History

II09 ‐ PAPER, PENS & PENCILS ‐
GRAPHIC

PEPIN gift and creative paper books all contain 4 pages of
introduction and 12 large sheets of very high‐quality
wrapping paper. They can easily be removed from the
books by tearing them along a perforated line. The
wrapping papers are folded to fit into the book; when
removed and opened they measure 50 cm x 70 cm (191/2
inch x 271/2 inch; a standard size for gift wrapping papers).

‐
Paperback, 345 x 250 mm, 16 p
€ 12,95, No text, May 2021

https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9789460091292.xml

Gift wrapping paper book #106:
1920s Deco
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9789460091285.xml

Gather your friends on your favorite couch and enjoy the
aroma of fresh brewed coffee with this adorable scented
candle. This hand‐poured candle comes in a coffee cup and
features the iconic logo of Central Perk from the classic
television series FRIENDS. A double wick and the finest
ingredients of soy and coco wax provide an even, clean
23‐hour burn and enhanced aromatherapy experience.

Friends ‐ Central Perk
Coffee Cup Candle
‐
Candle, 200 x 200 mm, 1 p
€ 24,95, Eng. ed., Nov. 2021
ISBN: 9781682986790 (E)
[UK] Insight Books ‐ Gifts (S&S)
II10 ‐ GIFTS
https://www.exhibitionsinternational.be/documents/catalog/9781682986790.xml
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ISBN: 9789460091285 (‐)
[NL] Pepin Press ‐ Gift Wrap
II09 ‐ PAPER, PENS & PENCILS ‐
GRAPHIC
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